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Disclaimer

• Open Source Software = ArchivesSpace
• “Free” software vs Membership fee
• Built by our local Library Systems Unit
• Not help you build your own site
• Contact Lyrasis
• Share our plan, process and workflows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Disclaimer:Used Open Source SoftwareMembership fee too much for us at this time (maybe someday we can join) but we had a local team that was interested and could build a site for us and our ITS could host itLocal Systems Team built this for us = We had to figure it out by ourselves and we made some mistakes along the way (nothing catastrophic).   Not exactly free = had a team and infrastructure to build it for usThis presentation is not about helping you build your instance = Answer some questionsHighly encourage you to reach out to Lyrasis – may be affordable for you, they can help you build/host a siteInstead, we will share our plan, our process and workflows and details of how we entered the data (what we use different fields for/how we chose certain fields)

https://archivesspace.org/
https://archivesspace.org/community/types-of-membership
https://archivesspace.org/contact


Minnesota State University, 
Mankato

• 85 miles southwest of the 
Twin Cities

• Founded in 1868 

• 13,000+ students with 1600+ 
faculty and staff

• Memorial Library – 1967 
• University Archives – 1961-

1962 (Established)

• University Archives – 1979 
(Organized)

• Southern Minnesota 
Historical Center – 1969

Old Main and students from Mankato State Normal School, Mankato 
State Normal School.  MSU-UA-309-10013.  University Archives, 
Memorial Library, Minnesota State University, Mankato. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A160

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Located 85 miles southwest of the Twin Cities (south central MN)Founded in 1868 Approximately 13,000 to 14,000 students with 1600 Faculty and StaffRegional Comprehensive University – Masters and Doctoral Degrees (4)Used to be in 2 locations (Valley Campus and Highland Campus, consolidated in 1979)Current Memorial Library building built in 1967 (added on in 1992)Within Memorial Library = University Archives (official repository of the records of the University) was “informally” established in 1961-62 (started to gather materials) but not until the campus was consolidated in 1979 did we have a formal/organized Archive (Thanks to Dr. William Lass)Archives also serves as the Southern Minnesota Historical Center, established in 1969 = Minnesota regional research repository containing manuscript collections from twelve counties in South Central Minnesota (Blue Earth, Brown, Faribault, Freeborn, LeSueur, Martin, Nicollet, Rice, Sibley, Steele, Waseca, and Watonwan). The Center contains organizational and business records as well as personal papers dating to the 1860s. Digitized collections are available through ARCH (University Archives Digital Collections)

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A160


University Archives Organization

• Paper – Accessions 
• Access Database –

Collections 
• Collection Guides
• ARCHON (2012)

• Locally Hosted
• Accessions
• Collections
• Locations
• No Public Interface

William Lass looking at a book with student in Lincoln Library at 
Mankato State College, 1963-01-29.  MSU-UA-309-27948.  University 
Archives, Memorial Library, Minnesota State University, Mankato. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A124953

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No Certified Archivist until 1999 (Daardi)How did we keep track of our materials = mostly on a note pad at first, esp. for our AccessionsDid create an Access Database to keep track of our CollectionsFinding Aids (we call them Collection Guides) were created following standards (Use DACS - Describing Archives: A Content Standard) and have MARC records in WorldCat/Catalog, Had on over 700+ individual web pages (HTML)1st online database in 2012 = ARCHON, locally hosted, had our Accessions, basic Collection level information, box level location (NOT folder level information = those were in the Collection Guide)ARCHON was NOT a public interface, patrons had to view our Collection Guides (did have a Google search box on website) to see our collections

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A124953


Technology Changes

• VMware 
decommissioned 
and Move to Azure

• Library servers 
physically moved

• CMS update 
• ARCHON end of life

Mankato State University student working at a computer. MSU-UA-309-14522.  
University Archives, Memorial Library, Minnesota State University, Mankato. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A6371

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facing multiple technology changes in the Academic year 2017-2018Library was managing their own serversVMware decommissioned = ITS wanted Library on a Microsoft Azure/Windows ServerITS mandated all Library Servers to be physically moved to the ITS Computer Center for Security Purposes = In return Library got own server and disc spaceFacing a CMS update = we were responsible for our own pages, had some 700+ pages that would need to all be redone, tables in the new CMS did not look right (hand to be done manually)ARCHON = reaching an end of life, needed to be updated, limited support until ArchivesSpace developedMostly = kept thinking about how there was no way for public to really search our collections/especially the folder level

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A6371


Timing is Everything
We need to migrate…
• during a University 

wide web page 
migration

• during a migration from 
Aleph to Alma/Primo

• when the University 
Archivist = Interim Dean 
of the Library

Mankato State College business department students using an adding machine, 
1961-10-03. MSU-UA-309-30695.  University Archives, Memorial Library, 
Minnesota State University, Mankato. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A154422

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Timing = maybe did not add upWe migrated during a complete University web page migration (we had to do our Archives pages), in the middle of the library’s migration from Aleph to Alma/Primo (busy checking metadata) and when our Archivist was serving as our Interim Dean (short staffed)We thought  - why not – let’s add another migration during all the other migrations = Not recommend that you do this

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A154422


What Should We Do?!?

• Static webpages
• PastPerfect 5
• Collective Access
• ArchivesSpace

• Open source
• Didn't have technical 

expertise
• Couldn't afford 

membership

• Help!

Sandy Mitchell, right, helps a student at Mankato State 
University. MSU-UA-309-11354. University Archives, Memorial Library, 
Minnesota State University, Mankato.
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A2192

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the changes in technology and our database software needing to move we started exploring some other options.  We wanted an option that would allow us to both manage our collections more efficiently along with allowing patrons to access and search our collection guides. Our first was to recreate all our webpages in the new CMS...unfortunately this would be extremely time consuming and balky as it's not the easiest to create tables in Episerver.  Plus, anytime we wanted to edit something we'd have to go in to the CMS and change it there along with our database and collection guides.  With over 700 collections, not to mention all of the unprocessed materials, it would take us years to setup up those webpages.The next option was PastPerfect 5 or another proprietary based software like PastPerfect 5 or Archivera through Lucidea. After doing some tests, while the software might work for what we need, it was determined that we wanted an open source solution where the software wasn't dependent on a company and what they would charge for their services.As a result we pivoted and looked at some open sources solutions.  There are a variety of options available through this route as well. One example is Collective Access. Before coming to Minnesota State Mankato, I worked in the local history museum field and this was an option we were exploring to provide more robust collections management solutions for museums.  I brought this up as an option and we explored for our archival use as we have a number of 3D and art collections as well. After exploring this as an option, because the size and scope our collections, we decide to look at specific archival based open source collections management software and the one that really stood out to us was ArchivesSpace.  It hit the criteria of being open source and is used by a number of larger archival repositories so we knew it would be able to handle our collections along with providing a robust public search engine for our patrons.  Unfortunately we didn't have the technical expertise to manage the software ourselves and couldn't afford membership through Lyrasis.  What should we do? We yelled help, no not literally, but we talked to the Library Systems staff and luckily they were willing help us!

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A2192


ArchivesSpace Requirements

• Supported OS: 
• Windows
• LINUX
• Mac OS X

• System requirements:
• Java 1.8
• At least 1024 MB ram allocated to the application; at 

least 2 GB for optimal performance
• MySQL is not required but is strongly recommended for 

production use.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More Information can be found here https://archivesspace.github.io/archivesspace/user/getting-started-with-archivesspace/



Biggest Challenges

• A lot of breadcrumbs
• Learn the ins and outs of LINUX
• Learn how web server works
• Update our existing Archon server

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- There were a lot of information about ArchivesSpace but coming from a person with little knowledge I felt most of the information was pretty useless at the beginning. But as I learned more the information that I initially stumbled upon made sense.- ArchivesSpace started out as an internship project for me so I had little knowledge about web servers and linux, so I did spend a lot of my time googling for my awnsers and trying to understand the technology.- We had to update our Archon server from 3.21 rev 1(last offical release) to 3.21 rev 3(community release), this update would allow us to use the migrate tool developed by ArchivesSpace to move the data from Archon to ASpace without to much hassle. There were many test runs to make sure no data was lost during the process.



What worked for us

• Debian LINUX
• MariaDB 10.1.44
• Java 1.8.0_232
• Apache 2.4.25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We initally were testing Windows WAMPP (Windows, Apache, MySQL/MariaDB, PHP, Pearl) to test ArchivesSpace.Ultimately we decided/had to go with Debian LINUX because it was light weight and our campus IT department were hosting it and they wanted Debian LINUX. Campus IT Department maintained the server, they did the updates, offsite & onsite bakup, and secruity. The library just managed the ASpace application so configuration and software compatiablitiy.We do also have our own ASpace instance mainted and hosted by us used for testing updates, plugins, and configurations. For this setup we use a normal Windows 10 machine running our VM using VirtualBox. After thorough testing in the VM we coordinate with ITS to update and change the production server.



Post-migration

• Migrated locations and 
basic accession information

• What we had in ARCHON

• Where did it go?
• Need to add data to make it 

a public search engine
• Takes time

• How do we share our 
information so patrons can 
utilize collections?

Philip McFarland helping members of debate squad at Mankato 
State College. MSU-UA-309-29584. University Archives, 
Memorial Library, Minnesota State University, Mankato.
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A1
47362

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the testing for and after migration we began to explore a little bit more closely what we had in our new database.  Basically, what we had were basic collection and accession information and for the most part, their locations, which was all we really had in ARCHON because of the way we used ARCHON.  We did and still experience some weirdness from the way it migrated. For example, we had in ARCHON Boxes 1, 2, 3, etc through 6 entered into one field and then the location.  In ArchivesSpace, they show up as  6 separate entries and their corresponding location.  As a result we've had a few "where did it go/where is this collection!" Moments followed by some scrambling to figure out where they went when a patron requested some material from those boxes.  Don't worry, we found them and the patron could do their research.  Because we wanted to use ArchivesSpace not only for the locations but also as our public search engine we needed to make some changes and make some changes relatively quickly so that patrons could access our materials, because as you remember we were losing our static webpages in the migration.  It takes time, a lot of time, to systematically enter in all of the folder title and box information into a database and some of our collections are over 100 boxes and we needed the information faster than what it would take us.  We needed to determine how to share our information so patrons can utilize our collections. 

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A147362


Stop-gaps and student workers

• Thank goodness for student 
workers!

• Scanned collection guides 
as PDFs and put on ARCH

• https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/

• Copied and pasted 
collection level information 
into ASpace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We came up with some stop-gaps solutions and all I can say is thank goodness for student workers! They helped us with this project and greatly reduced the amount of time it took to get our solutions up and running.What we decided to do was utilize our digital collections platform, ARCH, which is an open source software (Islandora 7) through PALS. We setup two collections within ARCH one for University Archives Collection Guides and one for Southern Minnesota Historical Center collection guides.  Our students then scanned the paper copies of our collection guides, which needed updating too (2 birds and all) as PDFs and uploaded them on ARCH.  Another reason for scanning as PDFs was we discovered there were some naming conventions for the digital files that weren't accurate when we just converted our Microsoft Word files into PDFs so we scanned them instead.  After the students finished the collection guide project, we had them copy and paste collection level information into ArchivesSpace.  They updated titles, finding aid descriptors, abstracts, biographical/historical information, conditions governing use and scope and content fields amongst others along with updating links so they would go to the ARCH collection guides instead of the old static websites.  This would allow patrons to access our basic information through ArchivesSpace and oftentimes a search engine search while also providing more detailed information through the collection guide in ARCH.

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/


Projects

• Where to begin!
• Inventory

• Physical comparison 
with ASpace

• Reset

• Series and Folder level 
information (Adding 
Children)

• Subjects and Agents

MSU ITS Vehicle Performance team with 1976 Lancia Beta 
Coupe Automobile. MSU-UA-309-11909. University 
Archives, Memorial Library, Minnesota State University, 
Mankato.
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepositor
y%3A3452

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result of the migrations and not having a chance to clean up our metadata before we migrated, we have a lot of projects to do in our database. Some are fairly basic in nature, such as adding basic collection information and doing an inventory, while others are more complicated and time consuming such as adding folder level information on our collections to the database.  All of them are important and necessary but due to the amount of projects we had to prioritize which ones we worked on first.  The first priority was our patrons making sure they, and us, could search and find the information contained in our collections through the collection guides. As a result our first project (as mentioned before) was to add basic collection information and put the collection guides on ARCH so that we could continue to find what was in the collections and allow patrons to search them.  Our next project was to establish physical and intellectual control over the collections.  We had our students (thank goodness for students!) do a shelf-by-shelf physical inventory of the collection where they wrote everything down on the shelves and then we are comparing with what is in ArchivesSpace.  This is for both our processed and unprocessed material.  While comparing the phsycial inventory with what is in ArchivesSpace we are standardizing the metdata by adding leading zeros and making sure we only have one of each shelf, yes there were sometimes two shelves entered for the same location mostly with them being entered incorrectly in ARCHON.  The inventory also allowed us to delete boxes that no longer exist because their accessions have been formally processed. In essence we are resetting and starting over with a clean slate that is (mostly) fresh and cleaned up.Our next two projects are happening at roughly the same time and both adding to the intellectual control of the collection.  Through ArchivesSpace we are able to use Library of Congress Subject and Name Authority files and link records together.  This will allow our patrons to look at records they might not have examined initially.  I've had to learn a little cataloging, which has been an eye-opening experience to say the least, but it's been interesting and helpful and will greatly enhance our patrons' experiences in the long run.Our final project is adding series and folder level information (children, grandchildren and siblings in ArchivesSpace speak).  Because of the size and scope of our collections this will take considerably longer and until then we'll continue to direct patrons through the external link feature to the Collection Guides in ARCH.  Eventually, the goal will be to have all of the collection guide information down to the folder level entered into ArchivesSpace.

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A3452


The Unexpected
• Terminology = learning 

curve 
• Archival Box vs. Records 

Box? 
• MARC 

Subject/Authority 
Records

• Metadata 
standardization and 
clean up

A picture of a section of the Mankato State Teachers College Old Main building 
after a 1922 fire destroyed the building. MSU-UA-309-10273.  University 
Archives, Memorial Library, Minnesota State University, Mankato. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A435

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terms were different than ARCHON = had a bit of a learning curve.  Yale University had some great documentation that we looked at = https://guides.library.yale.edu/archivesspace/home.   If we had paid for the membership, we would have gotten more documentation.  An “Instance” = a boxAn “Agent” = author/creator nameA Child, a Grandchild, a Sibling? = structural terms we had not had beforeUsed DACS to help us figure out the terms = https://www2.archivists.org/standards/DACS What we called things were not really standardized = is it an archives box or a records box?  Do you capitalize the terms?  Used the SAA Glossary = https://www2.archivists.org/glossaryHad to learn about MARC Subject and Authority RecordsHad to think about metadata standardization = what are we entering, how do we enter numbers (leading zeros or not), what do we call a collection (call number field)

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A435


Benefits

• Quicker 
access to 
information 

• Search before 
they visit!  

• Search by 
subjects and 
agents People searching in a haystack during Greek Week at Mankato State College 1968-

12-18. MSU-UA-309-15708.  University Archives, Memorial Library, Minnesota State 
University, Mankato. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A7375

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick access to information = all in one place (eventually)Patrons can search before they visit = Send us a list of exactly what boxes they want to view ahead of time!Able to now search by subjects and by people’s names = really easy if they are looking for a specific thing

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A7375


Next Steps
• System maintenance 

and updates
• Lots of metadata to 

add and update
• EADs for ALMA and 

WorldCat
• Barcoding Archives 

Boxes
• Container Profiles
• Digital Collections

A picture of a Mankato State Teachers College student holding his two children in 
the MSTC barracks dormitory, 1950s. MSU-UA-309-11211.  University Archives, 
Memorial Library, Minnesota State University, Mankato. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A2086

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are currently continuing to work on ArchivesSpace.  Systems Unit is doing on-going maintenance and updates to our site.  Archives has lots of metadata to add and updates.  Folder level information will take some time to complete.  We are actively using it for accessioning new items.  Looking into the creation of EADs (Encoded Archival Description = XML standard for encoding archival finding aids) in order to generate records in ALMA or WorldCat.  We did a project recently to checking to make sure that we have MARC collection level records for everything in Alma and WorldCat and found that several of our collections have not had MARC records created.  So is there a way to generate EADs in ArchivesSpace.  Yes, just have not figured it out yet.  Barcoding Archives Boxes = Now have a way to enter barcodes to help us track statistics on usage of our collections.  Use paper slips now.  Wouldn’t it be nice to go to a shelf and scan a barcode for usage statistics?  Also, with ArchivesSpace we can create “container profiles” which lets us know exactly which box type (Archives, Records, Hollinger) is on the shelf and what its dimensions are.  We have a storage space issue (we don’t have enough) and we are hoping that this will allow us to really know how much space we actually are using and how much we have left.  Digital Collections = a “Some Day” project, right now the link that says “Digital Collection” links out to our Islandora Repository for our Digital Collections.  It would be really nice to have all the metadata for our digital collection here with the rest of our information.  

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A2086


DEMO

MNSU 
ArchivesSpace 
Version 1.0 

https://archivesspace.lib.mnsu.edu/public/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://archivesspace.lib.mnsu.edu/public/ 

https://archivesspace.lib.mnsu.edu/public/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of a Search Result = See our two collections = UA and SMHC (also see the clean up that we need to do on our Identifiers).  (public side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of the Filters on the right side = See our Subjects and Agents (Names) (public side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of a Collection Level Record (public side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of the Search “Within” box on right and the Collection Organization = shows the Series and Folder Level organization (public side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Another Example of the Search “Within” box on right and the Collection Organization = shows the Series, Sub-Series, and Folder Level organization (public side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of our 3 Repositories (staff side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of a search results list (staff side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of a collection record in edit mode – note the handy links on left (staff side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of Agents = Names (staff side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of Subjects (staff side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of Notes (staff side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of Instances = Box/Folder information (staff side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of Box Location (staff side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of Shelf Location Information = handy for showing what is stored on a shelf (staff side)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of a Series (Child) Record for a Collection = Note the “Publish” check box = clicking this or not clicking this will determine what the public sees.  (staff side)For a Series record, we did not fill in all the information that is on a Collection level record – just have instance.  May add information to these records over time.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of a File (Child) Record for a Series = Note the “Publish” check box = clicking this or not clicking this will determine what the public sees.  (staff side)For a File record, we did not fill in all the information that is on a Collection level record – just have instance.  May add information to these records over time.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo Slide = Example of a Sub-Series Record for a Series = Note the “Publish” check box = clicking this or not clicking this will determine what the public sees.  (staff side)For a Sub-Series record, we did not fill in all the information that is on a Collection level record – just have instance.  May add information to these records over time.  



Helpful Links
• Our ArchivesSpace = 

https://archivesspace.lib.mnsu.edu/public/
• ArchivesSpace = https://archivesspace.org/
• ArchivesSpace Sandbox = 

https://archivesspace.org/application/sandbox
• ArchivesSpace GitHub = 

https://github.com/archivesspace
• ArchivesSpace YouTube = 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxR6D-
UlSx6N6UWTeqHTjzA/featured

https://archivesspace.lib.mnsu.edu/public/
https://archivesspace.org/
https://archivesspace.org/application/sandbox
https://github.com/archivesspace
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxR6D-UlSx6N6UWTeqHTjzA/featured




Contact Us!

• Adam Smith = adam.smith-3@mnsu.edu
• Heidi Southworth = heidi.southworth@mnsu.edu
• Daniel Vang = daniel.vang@mnsu.edu
• Archives email = archives@mnsu.edu
• Archives phone = 507-389-1029

• Link to our Presentation = 

mailto:adam.smith-3@mnsu.edu
mailto:heidi.southworth@mnsu.edu
mailto:daniel.vang@mnsu.edu
mailto:archives@mnsu.edu
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